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1. Introduction
Time link calibration is the premise of time transfer. At present, there are two kinds of time
links in TAI (Temps Atomique International): GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System)
based links and TWSTFT (Two Way Satellite Time and Frequency Transfer) based links.
GNSS-based links can be calibrated using the method of differential calibration (golden
receiver method)[1] with an uncertainty of about 5 ns and using the whole link calibration
method, with an uncertainty of less than 2 ns, perhaps even 1 ns. Since 2001, BIPM has
conducted many GNSS time link calibration campaigns around the world using the golden
receiver method, mostly because it is easier to operate. TWSTFT links can be calibrated using
a mobile station with an uncertainty of about 1 ns, however the mobile station is hard to get for
use of the calibration and the calibrated GNSS links can be used for the alignment and
calibration of TWSTFT links and calibration for GNSS links could be transferred to TWSTFT
based links.
Based on the whole link calibration for GNSS links, some successful experiments on
calibration have been conducted by BIPM (Bureau Internationale des Poids et Mesures), PTB
(Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt, Germany), NIM (National Institute of Metrology,
China), ROA (Royal Institute and Observatory of the Armada, Spain) and LNE-SYRTE (OP,
Observatory of Paris, France) and so on. PTB and BIPM have developed a travelling receiver
setup for time link calibration as described in [2] and [3]. Moreover, BIPM has written new
guidelines for GNSS link calibration and designated several NMIs, including NIM, as Group 1
laboratories to implement the scheme of calibration of group 2 laboratories in the local RMO
(Regional Metrology Organization) that might give some assist to BIPM. In 2014, NIM has
also started to design and develop an in-house calibration system for time link calibration based
on the NIMTFGNSS-2 receiver. A prototype system has been constructed and calibrated, and
in the near future, with this calibrator we will support calibration of TAI links within the APMP
(Asia Pacific Metrology Programme).

2. NIM calibrator
The NIM transportable calibrator is pictured in figure 1 and depicted schematically in
figure 2.

Figure 1. NIM calibrator

Figure 2. Schematic of NIM calibrator

Referring to figure 2, the function of each part is as follows.
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2.
3.
4.

NIMTFGNSS-2: GNSS time and frequency transfer travelling receiver
SR620:Time interval counter used to measure the reference delay
P&FDA: phase and frequency distribution amplifier
Display&keyboard&mouse (KVM): Interface between PC and the user, the
interface for control of the receiver and logging of GNSS measurement data
5. GTR51: GNSS time and frequency transfer travelling receiver

Physical
Size: : 62cm(width)*78cm(height)*89cm(depth) (without the wheels)
wheel height:12cm
rough weight: 81 kg(without GTR51) ,101 kg(with GTR51)

List of supplied items
Receivers:
NIMTFGNSS-2(with antenna AT1675 AT-200)
GTR51(with antenna NOV703GGG)
Others:
KVM(ATEN)
PDA and FDA(SDI)
SR620(SRS)
cables:
connectors

3. Calibration set-up
The NIM calibrator and the local system should be connected as shown in figure 3 during
the calibration.

Figure 3. Set-up for the calibration

3.1. Setting up
1. Connect the NIM antennas to IM09 and IM11 using the supplied 50m antenna
cables(flexible cable for IM09 and rigid cable for IM11).
2. Feed the local time and frequency references (1 PPS and 5 MHz) to the calibrator with the
cable 2 and 3 separately. Connect 1PPS input cable(cable 5) and 10MHz frequency input
cable(cable 6) on the IM11 receiver.

3. Connect the internet access to the two receivers if possible.
4. Connect the power (110–120 / 220–240VAC) to the plug board inside the calibrator, and
the FDA, PDA and KVM will be powered on automatically.
5. Power on the SR620.
6. Power on the IM09. First, switch on hardware power and then press the system power
(figures 4 and 5). The operating system will start automatically, then we need to start the
interface software in terms of section 4.1. Power on the IM11 receiver by pressing the
power button.
7. Input the precise antenna position information (X,Y,Z) in the CGGTTS headers of the two
receivers if possible.

3.2. Measurements
1. The reference delay, from the reference point to the input point (figure 3), should be
measured using the SR620 located inside the NIM calibrator at the beginning and the end
of the visit.
2. Daily CGGTTS files of the calibrator and local system should be logged for four to seven
successive whole days.
3. Daily RINEX files with a 30s data interval should also be logged for four to seven
successive whole days, if the local system can generate RINEX files.
4. If possible, the antenna cable delay of the local system should be measured.
5. The relative positions between the local and traveling antennas should ideally be known
with an uncertainty of order (at most) a few cm. When RINEX files are available, the
relative positions will be determined during the analysis and no special measurement is
necessary. When RINEX files are not available, s the position of the local antenna with
respect to the travelling antenna should be carefully surveyed,

3.3. Notes during the calibration
1. The location of the antenna should take into account the multipath environment
(reflecting surfaces) and obstructions.
2. The provided antenna cable should be used with the NIM calibrator. Connectors must be
tightened. As much of the cable as practical should be indoors, in a temperaturecontrolled environment.
3. The NIM calibrator should be in the same environment as the local receivers.
4. The input 5 MHz and 1 PPS signals should be derived from the same reference as for the
local system; the cables provided with the traveling equipment should be used for
connecting the 1 PPS and the 5 MHz signals.
5. The SR620 should be allowed to warm up for at least one hour before making
measurements.
6. The default antenna cable is (50~60) m length, in most case it should be ok. If the G2 lab
estimates that the possible antenna cable length for calibration use of NIM calibrator is
longer, that should be informed to NIM.

4. Receivers

4.1. NIMTFGNSS-2 time and frequency transfer receiver
The NIMTFGNSS-2 time and frequency transfer receiver that is the core of the calibrator
is simple to use. The front and back views are described in figures 4 and 5.
The time and frequency references for the receiver are 1 PPS and 10 MHz and the 10 MHz
signal must be sinusoidal with a peak-to-peak amplitude ranging from 0.5VP-P to 3.0VP-P into
50 Ω, please use attenuators if needed. We need to note that one 5 MHz frequency signal is
needed from the G2 laboratory for the calibrator, and then one 10 MHz signal will be generated
and then fed into the receiver by a frequency doubler inside the calibrator.
There are two power switches on the receiver. One is power switch for the hardware on
the back panel of the receiver and the other is the power switch for the operation system on the
front panel of the receiver.

The system power
Figure 4. Front view of NIMTFGNSS-2 receiver
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Figure 5. Back view of NIMTFGNSS-2 receiver

The receiver and dedicated software on receiver are pre-configured. The software is
TFSContronl version 1.0. Launch it by double-clicking on the icon situated on the directory D：
\Program Files\TFSContronl of the receiver(shortcut in the desktop).
Then we need to start the interface in the Internet Explorer(IE) whose version should be

higher than 6.0.
If we start the interface in the receiver, we should input http://localhost:8080/lt1017 on the
address column of IE.
If we start the interface not in the receiver, we should input http://”receiver
IP”:8080/lt1017
The user name and password are admin or user（user just for check the status without
modifying the setting parameters），and 111.
Notes：in operation，the interface can be closed without the influence on the normal
running of the receiver.

Figure 6. login interface

In GPS receiving，the information about GNSS satellites, positioning and timing and so
on can be shown.

Figure 7. GNSS receiving

In the communication setting, FTP server(IP address, server port, username and password,
and the directory) should be set for uploading data including CGGTTS and Rinex data.
Generally these parameters are set by NIM in advance of calibrator sending.

Figure 8. Communication setting

In Clock Ref, receiver mode or NIMDO(UTC(NIM) disciplined oscillator) mode can be
chosen and here for calibration receiver mode is set default in advance.

Figure 9. Clock Ref setting

Note: for receiver mode，the user should provide 10MHz and 1PPS signals coherent with
each other. The electronic requirements are:
10MHz：sine wave，Vpp> 2.0 V，frequency stability had best be better than 5e-9/s
1PPS： TTL level，effective on rising edge

In Site&Time Ref, some header information in the CGGTTS file should be input as
follows.
1、Reference position
The user should input the precise(centimeter level) position in ITRF frame(ECEF XYZ of
BLH format)，the coordinates will be applied in the generation of CGGTTS files.
2、Input time reference
The name of the time reference should be marked here. The user need to measure the delay
from reference point of the user time reference to Ref 1PPS In of the calibrator and input the
value here.
The trigger level of 1PPS input signal is set to 1 V in advance and at the same time all the
measures by user should be implemented in this trigger level.
As well the antenna cable delay has to be input in advance here.

Figure 10. File header setting

4.2. GTR51 receiver
Power on and make sure that the measurement is started. (Please see the manual of GTR51
receiver about the detailed operation)

5. Data report

The following information and data should be provided, using the supplied form [4]:
- A figure describing the NIM calibrator set-up with respect to the other time transfer devices
of the Lab(k)
- Results and data files of measurement described in section 3.2.
- Log of events during the calibration
For safety reasons, local data should be recorded on an independent storage medium and kept
by the laboratory until the end of the calibration trip: the NIM calibrator returns to NIM.
Data should also be uploaded to the NIM FTP server:
- IP address: 111.203.6.10
- Username/password: G1G2/linkcal
Please create a directory with your laboratory’s name and place all the files in it, including the
report.

If there are any questions or problems, please contact
Dr. LIANG Kun (e-mail: liangk@nim.ac.cn).
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